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Amazon alexa shower speaker

© 1996-2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates An Echo Dot works best in the bathroom. The James Martin/CNET Bathroom may be the last place you can think of placing an Amazon Echo – you're usually busy showering or brushing your
teeth, and the home area is filled with germs and bacteria. However, you may find it convenient to have Alexa in the bathroom. For example, when you notice that you have little soap or shampoo, you can immediately tell Alexa to order More. You can also play music or podcasts as you
prepare in the morning instead of wasting your phone's battery life. The trick is to figure out the best place to put your Amazon Echo device ($34 at Amazon) – not too close to the toilet and nowhere near running water. So read on to find out where in the bathroom to put the speaker and all
the benefits of having Alexa in the bathroom. Read more: The best cheap Alexa devices for 2020. Taylor Martin/CNET Where to put The Echo The first step of putting Alexa in the bathroom is trying to figure out where to put it. You definitely don't want it near the toilet because of all the
germs that persisted in this area. I also don't put it in the sink or near the shower because you don't want to risk getting the speaker wet. So where can you put your Echo device? The best option is to mount it on a wall or ceiling with a sticky stripe or nail (if possible). Before installing the
cable, make sure that the cable is within range of the outlet (or extension cord). Another option would be to place it on a wall shelf or vanity without a sink. Note that if you decide to mount it on a wall, it's best to use a smaller speaker such as echo dot.Read more: Best shower head 2020
Order items on which you have a low facelet - just remember that you need shampoo when you're in the shower. But if you have an Echo in the bathroom, you can tell Alexa to order it. First, make sure voice purchase is turned on in the Alexa app (go to settings &gt; account settings &gt;
voice purchase and turn on Voice Purchase). When you notice that you have little something, just tell Alexa, I would like to buy soap. You can also just tell Alexa to add products to your shopping list if you plan to go to the store later. See all photos +5 More Listen to music and podcastsYo
you can listen to music on your phone while you're in the shower, but what happens when a song appears that you don't like? Chances are you'll use your wet hand to touch the skip in the playlist, but anything can go wrong. With echo speaker in the bathroom, you don't have to worry about
it. You can Say Alexa, skip to go to the next song. You can also quickly request a specific song that you want (as long as you have prime or other premium music service). Set timers or remindersIf you have several people in the house that share a bathroom, set clocks and reminders to
prevent quarrels, whose turn is to use the shower. Give each person an agreed amount of time in the bathroom - say, 30 minutes - and when the clock goes off, their time in the bathroom is over. If you're using a reminder, just say something like Alexa, remind Sara in 30 minutes that her
time is in the bathroom. Use echo in the bathroom to take notes, set reminders and more. Ry Crist/CNET Take (digital) notesSome of the best ideas come to you when you're in the shower. So instead of forgetting them, tell Alexa to remember them. Just say Alexa, make a note, and the
voice assistant will ask you what you want to make a note of. When you're ready to hear what you've asked Alexa to take notes for, just tell Alexa, read my notes. Now that you have an Echo speaker in your bathroom, check out these five unexpected uses for your Amazon Echo and eight
surprising Alexa tricks to try today on amazon echo. Now Playing: Watch this: Amazon Echo Studio and the new Echo Dot are big on sound... * Our articles may contain aff links. As an Amazon Associate, we earn money from eligible purchases. Please read our statement on how we fund
this site. Tags: alexashower Add your reaction Close Wasserstein proudly presents another innovation in Alexa-compatible speakers - Aqua Dew - the world's first splash-proof Alexa speaker in the shower. Now you can finally enjoy the benefits of Alexa in the shower. Aqua Dew is alexa's
best smart speaker. With flawless sound, Bluetooth connectivity and beautiful design, it will become your favorite electronic companion in the shower and on the go. The battery can last up to 7-8 hours of continuous playback. To save battery power, the speaker turns off after 20 minutes of
inactivity. To support this project now - CLICK HERE - Aqua Dew works the same as Echo or Echo Dot. Just say Alexa to use all of Alexa's skills. Control your smart home in the shower, order an Uber or listen to your favorite morning jams, flash messages or audiobooks - Aqua Dew does it
all. Now you can interact with Alexa in the shower, by the pool or anywhere else in the house. Make Alexa your companion for camping, pool parties, summer barbecues and all your favorite outdoor activities. Aqua Dew is equipped with a powerful suction cup and mounting plate that allows
for versatile placement in the bathroom, inside the shower, near the pool or wherever you may need Alexa. Smooth, pleasant morning prepares you for a successful day and we hope Aqua Dew will help you achieve this. Aqua Dew Prototype product review We're happy to offer the
Kickstarter community the first chance to get Aqua Dew at a great price. We are very proud that we can product, hoping to make everyday tasks easier than ever. Our historyIn the last 3 years, Wasserstein has developed countless smart home accessories for Nest, Arlo, Echo and Google
Home. Now we are pleased to present our most ambitious product - Aqua Dew. How did the idea turn into a product? We love Alexa and love spending time in the shower. I've had one of these cheap Bluetooth shower speakers for years and really enjoyed it. However, after experiencing
Alexa's hassle-free interactivity – I found the bluetooth shower speaker cumbersome (I had to pick up a song before going to the shower) and had no way to change it when I was in the shower – so I opted for the world's first Alexa far-field speaker in the shower. Since eureka, our team has
been working hard to create the world's most versatile Alexa smart speaker. Our timeline chris maiwald - Founder of German citizen, Chris moved to the UK at the age of 19 to attend university. After years working in the financial sector in London and Zurich, he moved to Hong Kong three
years ago and founded Wasserstein. Aqua Dew is by far the company's most ambitious product. Chris is obviously proud of the blow. German Chan – Product Manager With solid experience in product engineering and development, German has been working in the e-commerce sector for
over five years. Delighted with innovative technology, he actively participated in the design and engineering process of Aqua Dew.Jack So – e-Commerce &amp; Digital Marketing Manager Jack never thought he would get the chance to participate in a Kickstarter campaign. Among friends
is always the first to try new high-tech products. And this time, he's more than excited because he's part of the people behind the world's first waterproof Alexa speaker! Ed Cheng- Business Development ManagerEd has diverse experience in business development and sales. He's excited
about launching the Aqua Dew campaign and can't wait to bring this amazing product to big-box retail. People say! If you are interested in sharing this project with friends, here are some links:- Share on Facebook -In collaboration with Funded Today: The most successful crowdfunding
agency in the world. Site design: Lucas WilliamsonYou are you a Kickstarter enthusiast? Learn how to get 10% cashback on projects you love - CLICK HERE
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